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Testimonials
The Commission for Rural Communities (CRC)
“The CRC first contacted Outsource Safety to carry out a full
health & safety audit of our premises and processes. The
quality of information and documentation has always been
excellent and well tailored to the size and needs of the
organisation. This combined with the friendly and practical
approach of the staff has encouraged us to retain them on an
annual basis.”

The Commission needed a partner with a good grasp
on health and safety to help them to develop
systems which were compliant whilst not being
onerous across a diverse range of risks. Staff were required to travel extensively and one of
the key issues was ot put in systems, practices and procedures to ensure that they were
aware of the risks and how best to manage them.
We created an entirely new document for the business and trained groups of staff to enable
travel, homeworking, driving and other risks to be better managed. Once the initial project
was completed we were retained to provide ongoing support for the business.
If you are a similar business and require safety support we have the skills and expertise to
help, we retain over 94% of new business over a five year period showing just how seriously
we take customer care (as well as safety). To find out more please call us directly on 01453
800100 and ask to speak to Roger Hart.

Outsource Safety Ltd offers outsourced and interim health and safety support throughout the UK for construction, industry and the public sector
We work in close partnership with our clients to provide flexible, fixed cost solutions which support your internal teams
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